
Single Phase Example

Ferrite Phase from SRM2686a

Nitric acid/methanol extraction

We will be using only a subset of the features provided by Profex/BGMN to run a basic 

refinement for quantitative analysis; we leave it to you to explore the more advanced 

refinement features after you have had some experience.



Introduction to the Rietveld Method, R.A. Young

• Provides background on the method, its historical development and 
subsequent application to laboratory X-ray diffraction

• Refining parameters in models for the structure, specimen and 
instrument effects on the diffraction pattern

• Least-squares refinements are carried out until the best fit is 
obtained between the entire observed powder diffraction pattern 
and calculated pattern based upon simultaneously refined models 
for crystal structures and instrument effects

• Potential systematic errors in include preferred orientation, 
background,  anisotropic peak broadening, profile shapes, 
absorption, specimen displacement, specimen transparency, 
extinction, 2-theta-Zero error, graininess, beam instability

Introduction to the Rietveld Method, R.A. Young in The Rietveld Method, IUCR Monograph on Crystallography #5



Profex and BGMN*

BGMN Author: Dr. Joerg Bergmann
http://www.bgmn.de

Profex Author: Nicola Dobelin
http://profex.doebelin.org
GPL Open Source, Windows, OS X, Linux; front end for BGMN and for Fullprof 2k
Fundamental Parameters, adaptable to different instruments, multi-platform, robust

Profex
Creates a control (input) file
Copies structure models to working folder 
Copies the instrument configuration files 

(they allow calculation of the instrument contribution to the diffraction peak shapes based upon the X-ray optics)

Allows editing of the working versions of the structure files and saves changes/refined 
values

Döbelin, N., Kleeberg, R., “Profex: a graphical user interface for the Rietveld refinement program BGMN”, 
Journal of Applied Crystallography 48 (2015), 1573-1580.
DOI: doi:10.1107/S1600576715014685

* Adapted from Profex tutorials with some modification

http://www.bgmn.de
http://profex.doebelin.org
http://journals.iucr.org/j/issues/2015/05/00/isscontsbdy.html


Profex/BGMN

In place of actual powder reference specimens for calibration, crystal structure models allow calculation of 
phase diffraction patterns. These models include space group, lattice parameters, atomic positions, atomic site 
occupancies, atomic vibrational parameters.

The code fits a multivariable model of structure, peak profile, background to the observed data



Initialize Profex

Diffraction pattern display region
Refinement
Progress plot

Plot Options
Select/deselect

Display global 
parameters and goals



Profex/BGMN Instrument Configuration

BGMN.de

%    BGMN Device Configuration File for Bruker D8
%    --------------------------------------------
%    Created by Nicola Doebelin, RMS Foundation, 
%    Switzerland
%    November 12, 2012
%
%    Device Configuration:
%    - Detector: LynxEye
%    - Radiation: CuKa, Ni-filtered
%    - Soller Slits: 2.5 degrees
%    - Divergence Slit: fixed, 0.6 mm
%    - Anti-Scatter Slit: fixed, 6.76 mm
%    -Goniometer Radius: 217.5 mm

We will use File=D8_6div_4SS.geq or D8-06mm.geq, modifications of the D8 file provided. 

Device functions are available for a wide variety of instruments and configurations, though some may 
require editing and re-saving. Different configurations will require a new device file!



Profex ConfigurationControl file (.SAV)
- References model structures from the Cement_Structures Folder
- A copy of the structure is stored in the same folder as the data

Instrument profile
Wavelength

Refined Phases

Data File

Set two-theta angles for refinement
(remove the leading “%”)

Zero-Error (really should be zero)
Sample Displacement Parameter

Phase Quantity Calculation



Profex Configuration
- File, refinement details

.LST file:  Refinement Summary

- refinement statistic measures

- refinement global parameter (shift) 
and phase fraction goals

- refinement data, by phase



Profex Structure Files (.str)
Provided with the installation but may also be transcribed from databases

Element  Occupancy  Wyckoff Position  Fractional Coordinates  Thermal Displacement Parameter

E = CA+2(1)  Wyckoff=c  x=0.0273 y=0.1087 z=0.4920 TDS=0.00971169

GEWICHT (mass) = S* (Z*M*V)



Profex Structure Files (.str)
Provided with the installation but may also be transcribed from databases

Fixed Parameter
A=0.5557

Name  Value

Refined Parameter
PARAM=A=0.5557
Refine Name Value

Refined Parameter With Limits
PARAM=A=0.5557_0.551^0.563
Refine Name Value Lower Upper

B1: peak broadening from crystallite size (diffracting domains)
GEWICHT = Scale, Weight
Microabsorption correction, (ifthenelse(ifdef(d),exp(my*d*3/4),1), is not being used



Sources of Crystal Structure Data

American Mineralogist Crystal Structure Database
http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php

Mincryst
http://database.iem.ac.ru/mincryst/

Crystallography Open Database
http://www.crystallography.net/cod/

Cements Crystal Structure Database
http://www.nist.gov/el/building_materials/
inorganic/gsas1.cfm

Commercial:
ICDD 
https://icdd.com

ICSD
https://icsd.fiz-karlsruhe.de/

.CIF File: Ferrite

http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php
http://www.nist.gov/el/building_materials/inorganic/gsas1.cfm
http://www.nist.gov/el/building_materials/inorganic/gsas1.cfm


American Mineralogist Crystal Structure Database

http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php

http://jp-minerals.org/vesta/en/

• Search by a number of criteria
• Get a listing of structure data
• Download .CIF file
• Import into Profex *
*Use Vesta to view structure and get the 
Wyckoff positions

http://rruff.geo.arizona.edu/AMS/amcsd.php


Import CIF ExampleProfex->File->Import Structure File
- Point toward selected .CIF file
- At the same time, open that CIF file using VESTA 

- necessary to get the Wyckoff position notation
- Add PHASE name:  PHASE=Ferrite //
- Add phase name to GOAL:  GOAL:Ferrite=GEWICHT …
- Add atom charge (CA+2, AL+3, FE+3, O-2)
- Save to Structures Folder; include extension .str

Profex Vesta



Load Data File: File->Insert Scan

Will read numerous formats
- We will use the Bruker .RAW



Corundum-Silicon File Added

Add/Remove Phases
Display Phases

File and header



Structure Files

Profex->Preferences
- Paths to structure files
- Will list according to list order

- CementStructures
- FlyAsh
- InternalStandards
- Structures

- Once added, select Display to see the copied 
data, make changes if desired

Add or Remove Phase Windows
Specify Instrument File

Overwrite files in working folder



Profex: .raw, .sav, .str display

You could decide to refine or fix selected parameters

- Typically we will refine lattice parameters, crystallite size 
(B1), scale (Gewicht), specimen displacement (EPS1). 
Background is automatically refined

- Parameters like thermal (TDS) and site occupancy are best 
left fixed

- Preferred orientation is refined judiciously and it is always 
best to obtain data with minimal preferred orientation.

A good rule is less is better – do no harm!

Run, Abort Refinement



Initialize Profex, Insert Scan



Initialize Profex, Insert Scan



Phase d&I Search for Phase Identification

Not accounted for with ferrite

?

Keep in mind that this is a selective extraction 
and some secondary products might occur… but 
in this case we have a second crystalline phase

Look for a portlandite peak at 18 degrees 
two-theta, possibly indicating some 
secondary product resulting from the 
extraction



Add Phase

Select one



Display Structure

For the most part, refined parameters are pre-set and indicated by PARAM
Some parameters are automatic: Background, Scale (gewicht)
Other parameters
Lattice parameters a, b, and c
B1 (Lorentzian line shape related to crystallite size broadening)
Goals: Computed values, crystallite size, adjustments to scale
Preferred orientation: SPHARn, where n=0 (none), 2, 4, 6 Ideally set to 0!

Generally you will not need to initiate or deselect any refined parameters aside from preferred 
orientation, and only if warranted by peak intensity mismatch and potential for orientation based upon 
crystal habit or cleavage properties – alite, perhaps ferrite and belite and, for cements, any of the 
calcium sulfates and calcite

Initiate refinement

Atom positions (x,y,z) and vibrational (thermal) factors (TDS) are 
not refined partly because the data range is too limited. Site 
occupancy might be refined, but the initial values for ferrite are 
based upon earlier refinements, providing typical industrial values.

BGMN Recommendations

SPARn
2 triclinic, monoclinic
4 orthorhombic, 

hexagonal,    
tetragonal

6 cubic



Examine Results: Plot, Parameters, LST

Plot key->

Difference plot reflects areas of mismatch. Some displacements reflect a peak shape error while the distinct peaks in the difference 
pattern reflect a second phase not included in the refinement. Measure the positions and check the ID table or the d&I display. In 
some cases, peak shifts of one or more peas may reflect a lattice parameter that has reached a limit.  
Check the Global Parameters and Goals or LST file window against the lattice parameters and limits; expand them if necessary

Observed and calculated patterns

difference pattern

background

Display legend
Check box to
Turn on/off

Drag window within 
plot to expand plot or 
set values through  
View->Set Plot Range 
menu item 

Compare refined values to parameter limits, adjust limits if justified



Search for Missing Phase

Guess, or scroll through the possibilities or,
Use the mouse pointer to measure the position and intensity of each peak 
and use the identification table;  add phase, repeat refinement



Ferrite and Periclase Refinement

Looks much better; low angle mismatch is common, slight intensity mismatch may be related to 
sampling preferred orientation, or chemical substitution
We could exclude the low angle region by adding the line WMIN=15 to the .SAV tab

Click on an item to 
highlight it on the 
plot

This is useful to look 
at individual phase 
contributions and to 
assess which phase 
may be mismatched 
with the raw data

Relative phase proportions !



Preferred Orientation
Since ferrite can exhibit a tabular habit it is possible it could be oriented, skewing the representative orientation ideal and so, the relative 
peak intensities. Change the zero to 2 and later 4 if necessary after the variable SPHAR and repeat the refinement to see if it improves. 
Profex runs the refinement and introduces the orientation correction at the last stages, but only if the phase fraction is above a minimum 
to make it practical. 

Fourth order spherical harmonics for the ferrite phase (GEWICHT=SPHAR4) improves the fit
- In an essentially mono-phase powder this is a likely problem, particularly given the bladed habit of the ferrite 
phase, but keep in mind that it could also be related to sampling or chemical substitution



Check Parameters



Look for additional phases

0.303 nm 0.248 nm

the unaccounted peaks are probably from calcite, a secondary product of the extraction




